
 BROAD-EDGED ROMAN MAJUSCULES

LETTERING IS ORDER. IT IS THE MEANS TO A HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS.
--FREIDRICH NEUGEBAUER--





The most straightforward variation is a slab serif in which simple horizontal strokes 
are added to the top and bottom of the stem.

The informal variation uses the same sorts of exits and entrances as Foundational.
They can be used alone or combined with foundational minuscules.

Renaissance-style serifs are an elegant choice for formal writing. These diamond-shaped serifs 
are made by adding an extra stroke to informal serifs.

The most refined version of serifs - the hairline serif = is made by h olding the pen at a 0 angle to create 
the thinnest horizontal line possible. This will make a wedge-shaped opening inside the outline of the serif as you stroke it, 

so use the corner of your nib to fill in the form.

Serifs were incorporated by using the brush to make an entrance before moving directly into the stem 
without lifting the brush, then sliding into an exit.  These strokes required the scribe 

to rotate the brush in his hand as he moved from serif to stem and back to serif. This is easierwith a brush than a pen!

Serif Variations of Romans
Annie Cicale/ The Art & Craft of Hand Lettering

Figure 39 shows a version of pressurized Romans with a tic serif,
a serif added to just one side of the stem.  



ROMAN CAPS WITH DRAWN SERIFS

Create inked stroke (stem)1
Continue line from stroke
to baseline or waistline
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Create “Mona Lisa Smile”
(upside down at baseline)
1 dot above - 1 below - 1 above
1 1/4 square to right and left
of inked stroke

Create teardrop shape
Below “smile” at top
Above “smile: at base

Slight tiny curve
from smile line to stem

Fill in “dipsy-doodle”

* un-retouched!




